In this letter we demonstrate that safe quantum field theories can accommodate the clockwork mechanism upgrading it to a fundamental theory a lá Wilson. Additionally the clockwork mechanism naturally sources Yukawa hierarchies for safe completions of the Standard Model (SM). As proof of concept we investigate a safe Pati-Salam (PS) clockwork structure.
The current description of fundamental interactions relies on four-dimensional gauge-Yukawa theories which successfully describe the SM of particle interactions. However not all gauge-Yukawa theories are fundamental, i.e. are free from ultraviolet cutoffs. For example, scalar quantum field theories, similar to the one describing the Higgs sector of the SM, or U(1) hypercharge are best viewed as low energy effective field theories. In fact, if one tries to remove the cutoff by pushing it to arbitrary high energies the resulting consistent quantum field theory corresponds to a non-interacting (trivial) one.
Requiring a given extension of the SM to be non-trivial has proven effective in constraining its interactions and matter content. The PS model of matter field unification [1] is a time-honoured example in which one can address the hypercharge triviality issue by embedding it in an asymptotically free theory. From a phenomenological standpoint it can be commended because it does not induce fast proton decay, and it can even be extended to provide a stable proton [2] .
So far, asymptotic freedom has been the well traveled route to resolve the triviality problem. An alternative route is that in which the UV theory acquires an interacting fixed point, before gravity sets in, de facto saving itself from the presence of a cutoff. This unexplored route was opened when the first safe gauge-Yukawa theory was discovered [3] . The proof employed rigorous perturbative methods in the Veneziano-Witten limit that requires a large number of fundamental matter fields and colours with the ratio kept fixed. We also learnt that, when loosing asymptotic freedom for the gauge coupling, scalars are essential to drive asymptotic safety via Yukawa interactions in perturbation theory.
To achieve a safe theory with a small number of colours we needed to go beyond the state-of-the-art of the large number of matter fields techniques [4, 5] . The first applications of the large N f limit appeared in [6, 7] where it was first explored whether the SM augmented by a large number of vector-like fermions can have an ultra-violet fixed-point in all couplings. It was found in [7] and later on proved in [8] that while the non-abelian gauge couplings, Higgs quartic and Yukawa coupling can exhibit a safe fixed point, the hypercharge remains troublesome. In fact, for abelian theories the fermion mass anomalous dimension diverges at the alleged fixed point [8] suggesting that a safe extension of the SM, like the asymptotically free counterpart, is best obtained by embedding the SM in a non-abelian gauge structure.
The first non-abelian safe PS and Trinification embeddings were put forward in [9, 10] . However, in the minimal models, only one generation of SM fermions can be modelled, since all the Yukawa couplings are determined by the same UV fixed point value with no resulting hierarchy at low energy.
Safe field theories, in absence of intermediate particle thresholds, are protected against the emergence of a hierarchy problem [11] [12] [13] [14] . Nevertheless, when considering phenomenological extensions of the SM the introduction of vector-like matter at higher energies, required to provide a safe fixed point, induces a certain degree of finetuning in the scalar sector of the SM.
It is therefore interesting to explore whether one can embed extensions of the SM, aimed at addressing the hierarchy problem, into safe quantum field theories. An interesting attempt was considered in [15] where composite extensions of the SM were taken to be safe rather than asymptotically free.
Here we argue that the clockwork mechanism [16] finds home as four-dimensional safe quantum field theory. This is because concrete realizations of the mechanism require the presence of a large number of new vector-like fermions that is a natural prediction of safe quantum field theories. As proof of concept we consider a safe PS structure [9] as natural realization of the clockwork idea. Another benefit of this marriage is the use of the clockwork mechanism to generate Yukawa hierarchies [17] .
We will first introduce the model discuss the large number of matter fields renormalisation group, we will then demonstrate the presence of safe fixed points and finally offer our conclusions.
I. A SAFE MODEL
We first briefly review the PS embedding of the SM suggested [9] and then argue that the extra vector-like arXiv:1902.05958v1 [hep-ph] 15 Feb 2019 fermions can naturally play the role of clockwork gears and in the process we kill two birds with one stone.
A. Pati-Salam Model
Consider the time-honored PS gauge symmetry group
with gauge couplings g 4 , g L and g R , respectively. Here the gauge group SU (4) ⊃ SU (3) C ⊗ U (1) B−L , where SU (3) C denotes the SM color gauge group. The SM quark and lepton fields are unified into the G PS irreducible representations
where i = 1, 2, 3 is a flavor index. In order to induce the breaking of G PS to the SM gauge group, we introduce a scalar field φ R which transforms as the fermion multiplet ψ R , that is φ R ∼ (4, 1, 2):
where the neutral component φ
We also introduce an additional (complex) scalar field Φ ∼ (1, 2, 2), with
which is responsible of the breaking of the EW symmetry.
B. Clockwork Extension
To realize the clockwork mechanism, we introduce
with one extra chiral fermion Q R,0 (i) (i.e. each generation (i) of the PS fermions is associated with a clockwork chain with N (i) nodes). Here (i) denotes the clockwork chain for the first and second generation of the PS (also SM) fermion particles and for any number of N (i) , the chiral fermions Q L,N (i) and Q R,N (i) are charged respectively under the fundamental representation (4, 2, 1) and (4, 1, 2) of PS gauge group (2) which will only interact respectively with the zero node fields Q R,0 (1) and Q R,0 (2) through the Yukawa contributions i.e. (5) where Φ is the scalar bi-doublet in the PS model with charge assignment (1, 2, 2). Note that in clockwork type construction of the models, it almost always assumes that the scalar fields are confined to only couple to the fields at one end of the chain where in this work, it is the 0 node. The clockwork mechanism is realized by the following clockwork chain interaction (see also Fig. 1 ):
where q (i) > 1, (i = 1, 2) is required to realize the clockwork mechanism. For simplicity, in the following we assume q (1) = q (2) = q and m (1) = m (2) = m (i.e. all the clockwork vectorlike fermions are introduced at one scale). Actually, when turning on the difference between q and m, we will have more freedom and bigger parameter space to explore. After diagonalizing the mass matrix, we obtain
where there is always one massless mode ψ R,0 (i) , (i = 1, 2). It is intriguing that the massless modes ψ R,0 (i) , (i = 1, 2) overlaps with the fields at the zero node of the chain (see Fig. 1 ) with a suppression factor i.e. ψ R,0
Thus, the Yukawa coupling of the i−th generations of the PS fermions which originates from the Yukawa interaction terms betweenQ L,0 (i) and the massless mode ψ R,0 (i) will also be suppressed by 1/q N (i) leading to:
where it is clear that the effective Yukawa couplings are suppressed and this will be the key to realize the the hierarchies of the Yukawa couplings between different generations of the SM fermions. For reasons that will be presented later in Sec. IV we treat the third generation Yukawa coupling of the PS fermions (i.e. the SM top Yukawa) as the fundamental one while the first and the second generation Yukawa couplings will be generated through the clockwork mechanism. 
II. LARGE-NF BETA FUNCTIONS
To the leading 1/N F order, the higher order (ho) contributions to the general RG functions of the gauge couplings were computed in [8] , while for the simple gauge groups in [5, 18] and for the abelian in [4] . Here we summarize the results. The ho contributions to dα i /d log µ (in the semi-simple case) are:
with the functions H 1i and the t'Hooft couplings A i
where I 1 (x) and I 2 (x) are:
The Dynkin indices are T R = 1/2 (N ci ) for the fundamental (adjoint) representation while d R k ψ denotes the dimension of the fermion representation.
The RG functions of the (semi-simple) gauge couplings are:
The Yukawa beta function reads
containing information about the resumed fermion bubbles and c 1 , c α are the standard 1-loop coefficients for the Yukawa beta function while
are the Casimir operators of the corresponding scalar and fermion fields. Thus, when c 1 , c α are known, the full Yukawa beta function follows. Similarly, for the quartic coupling we write
with c 1 , c α , c α , c αβ the known 1-loop coefficients for the quartic beta function and the resumed fermion bubbles Gauge Yukawa Scalar SU (4) : g4 ψ L/R : y, yc φR : λR1, λR2 SU (2)L : gL NL : yν portal: λRΦ 1 , λRΦ 2 , λRΦ 3 SU (2)R : gR F : yF Φ : λ1, λ2, λ3, λ4 
. (14) We therefore have the quartic beta function including the bubble diagram contributions when c 1 , c α , c α , c αβ are known.
III. SAFE CLOCKWORK FIXED POINTS
The clockwork vector-like fermions are charged under G P S with the following charge assignment: (2) . (15) The physical mass spectrum of the vector-like fermions ranges from m (q − 1) to m (q + 1) with δm = 2m among the states that it is much smaller than the scale hierarchy between the transition scale of the UV fixed point at around 10 11 GeV and the electroweak scale at 100 GeV. It is therefore reasonable to consider, in first approximation, the two generations of vector-like fermions N (1) , N (2) to appear at the same scale identified with the PS symmetry breaking scale (∼ 1000 TeV). Thus above the PS symmetry breaking scale, we use directly N F when analyzing the RG flows. We list the gauge, Yukawa and scalar couplings in Tab. I.
For a given value of N F , the gauge couplings at the UV fixed point can be treated as background values (i.e. constants in the RG functions of other couplings). This is so because the gauge-coupling UV fixed point depends only on N F and the group structure. Using the one loop beta functions in [9] including the large N F corrections (i.e. Eq. (12) and Eq. (13)), we solve for {β i = 0} where i denotes all the Yukawa and scalar couplings in Tab. I. A sample UV fixed point solution with N F = 13 is shown in Tab. II where we have selected the solution to satisfy the vacuum stability conditions. In Fig. 2 , we show the RG running of the three gauge couplings that achieve a fixed point after 10
11 GeV. It is pleasing that all gauge couplings assume the same value in the UV due to nature and structure of the fixed point. To match onto the SM, we consider the RG flows below the PS symmetry breaking scale. After PS symmetry breaking, the scalar bi-doublet should match the conventional two Higgs doublet model which is defined by the Lagrangian:
and the matching conditions with the scalar couplings in Tab. I are (see [9] ):
In our system, when N F is given and the PS symmetry breaking scale is chosen, by using the RG running from the UV fixed point, we obtain the coupling values at the symmetry breaking scale. We can venture below the symmetry breaking scale by using the two Higgs doublet beta functions given in [19] . Implementing the matching conditions Eq. (17), we treat the coupling values obtained at the PS symmetry breaking scale as the new initial conditions. We chose the UV fixed point solution shown in Tab. II as a starting point and PS symmetry breaking scale at 1000 TeV to find: Summarising for N F = 13 we can match both the Higgs mass and the top Yukawa coupling at the electroweak scale. We searched the full parameter space in the range of N F ∈ (10, 200) and N F = 13, 14 and the UV fixed point solutions in Tab. II agree best with the low energy data. We note that y F is asymptotically free for all viable solutions. We have therefore provided a safe clockwork completion of the SM.
IV. LIGHT GENERATIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
The mass hierarchies among the SM fermion generations are controlled by the clockwork parameter q. The 
where the extra factor of 2 for SU (4) comes from both left and right handed species charged under SU(4). We therefore have that N F = 13 satisfies the estimated lower bound of the conformal window. We note that the mass splitting within the PS multiplets needs to be induced by additional operators in order to match the SM values. A possibility includes the addition of 10−dim multiplets under the PS symmetry group. However, a detailed study including these operators goes beyond the scope of the present work.
We have shown that it is mutual beneficial to embed the clockwork mechanism into safe quantum field theories, since the clockwork offers natural ways to generate the observed Yukawa hierarchies while safe field theories naturally predict a large number of vector-like fields for the clockwork to be operative.
